
Central to one’s development of consciousness is the witness or observing self.  The 
cultivation of this capacity to detach and watch ourselves while simultaneously being 
engaged allows us to be aware of options open to us in real time rather than after the 
fact.  Like so many things in life, this is a skill that requires practice. Stephen Gilligan, 
PhD talks about ‘practices’ being the third of three foundational pillars for a happy and 
successful life (the first two being work and love).  Without positive practices, our ability 
to maintain a generative stance in our daily life is limited.   

What do we mean by ‘practices’?  Basically, practices are activities that promote a level 
of presence that is all consuming, i.e. flow states.  These include everything from 
meditation to exercise, from gardening to playing music, from painting to dancing, from 
yoga to writing.  What is important is to find the practices that best align for you.  These 
activities all, in some way, increase one’s level of connection to the creative, open 
vastness of possibility at the same time as they ground one more deeply in the physical 
plane.  As we develop a pathway between these realms, our ability to access them at 
will increases.  Those moments when the pull of levels 1 or 2 wants to snarl us into a 
knot, being able to tap into the realm of infinite possibilities allows us to see alternatives.

At a practical level, there are things you can establish to support you in this process of 
development.  Experiment with a variety to help find the ones that work best for you!

1. Morning pages-free writing for 15-30 minutes every morning.  Can be theme 
focused or stream of consciousness

2. Set an alarm on your watch or phone to chime hourly. When it does, pause and 
take 10 deep breaths as you scan your body from head to toe, noting what your 
physical state is like at that moment.

3. Set an intention each morning and then have fixed times during the day when you 
reflect on the intention and whether your choices are moving toward or away from 
it.

4. Engage in self witnessing when doing your ADL’s.  (See Present Moment, 
Wonderful Moment by Thich Nhat Hanh)

5. Practice the Wave every day.
6. Ask yourself questions about your thoughts, feelings and actions throughout the 

day without any judgment.

These are just a few ideas that hopefully will spawn more for each of you.  As you come 
up with ideas,consider sharing them on the Facebook page and contribute to a level 5 
experience for the group!  Help everyone win so we all can play!
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